**2013 MJS FINALISTS**

**BOOK**
*Juvenile In Justice*
Richard Ross
*The New Press*
*Kids for Cash*
William Ecenbarger

*PublicAffairs*
*Life After Murder: Five Men in Search of Redemption*
Nancy Mullane
Clive Priddle
Brandon Proia

**FILM**
*IFC Films*
*The Central Park Five*
Ken Burns
Sarah Burns
David McMahon

*Charlotte Street Films*
*The House I Live In*
Eugene Jarecki
Melinda Shopsin
Christopher St. John
Sam Cullman

*Sony Pictures Classics*
*West of Memphis*
Peter Jackson
Amy Berg
Damien Echols
Lorri Davis
Fran Walsh

**MAGAZINE**
*Mother Jones*
“Solitary in Iran Nearly Broke Me. Then I Went Inside America’s Prisons.”
Shane Bauer
James West
Monika Bauerline

*The New Yorker*
“The Netherland”
Rachel Aviv
Willing Davidson
Jessica Dimmock

*Youth Communication*
“Represent: Gang Life: The Grime Beneath the Glamour”
Erica Wong
Virginia Vitzthum

**NEWSPAPER**
*Miami New Times*
“Death Trap”
Holly Castillo
Michael Miller

*Westword*
“Bad Company”
Melanie Asmar

**RADIO**
*BBC World Service*
“The Cost of Doing Time”
Amanda Aronczyk
John Biewen
Jeremy Skeet

*National Public Radio*
“The Prison Show Helps Texas Inmates Escape”
Carrie Feibel
Russell Lewis

*Youth Radio*
“Making Sense Of California Youth Sentences”
Sayre Quevedo
Teresa Chin
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**TV/ VIDEO**

**Brave New Foundation**
“Law & Disorder”
Jesse Lava
Robert Greenwald
Jordan Melograna

**Center for Court Innovation**
“Talking It Through: A Teen-Police Dialogue”
Robert V. Wolf
Linda Baird
Colin Lentz
Youth Justice Board

**It’s A Fine Mess! Productions**
“Vermont Court Diversion”
Andrea Grayson
Matt Heywood

**WEB**

**City Limits**
“Special Investigation: Stop & Frisk Policy”
Jarrett T. Murphy
Jeanmarie Evelly
Pearl Gabel

**Huffington Post**
“Trauma-Sensitive Schools Are Better Schools”
Jane Ellen Stevens

**Mother Jones**
“The Other Death Sentence”
James Ridgeway

*Click titles to link to work if available online*